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1. VISION 

Our vision pursues the dream of creating a gamer platform where players will 
be rewarded for playing. The platform will be linked to IOTA technology. We 
would like to create a series of games that allows players to earn tokens by 
playing according to the "play to earn" principle. We want the "EARN TOKEN" 
to vary from game to game in order to strengthen and spread the IOTA 
Ecosystem. We intend to accept only tokens running on the IOTA technologies 
i.e. on the Tangle. All projects based on the IOTA Ecosystem are welcome to 
build a future together.  

 

 

 

This token "EARN TOKEN" can be collected by users in the games and be paid 
out to their private wallet. We would like to enable the connection between 
the games through our "DIGI TOKEN". This allows the value to be transferred 
from one game to the other. The current problem is that accumulated in-game 
assets are tied to the game in question. The idea now is that if you have built 
up a certain base in one game, this should not be lost, but can be transferred to 
the next game.  
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Thus, you have the opportunity not to start from scratch in the next game, but 
to convert your digital assets into "DIGI TOKEN" and take them with you into 
your next adventure. The EARN TOKEN in the first game DigiRocket is the "IOTA 
COIN" and will be paid out depending on the price. One collects the units coins 
in the game (bronze, silver, gold) and, depending on the current IOTA price, this 
is then converted into IOTA coin (according to the formula EC=UL/IP*100) and 
finally credited to the account.  

 

 

 

The $DIGI token can be paid in and out of games. Through the use of the token, 
users will be able to buy items, expand skills, turn off ADS, rent Rocket NFTs 
and much more. We are planning to create in-game NFTs in each game to 
enrich each game. The NFTs will have different skills and can be acquired by 
using Digi Tokens. In addition, the appearance of the game character can be 
changed. The NFT holders will of course also participate in our token 
distribution. You can read more under the point NFT AIRDROP. 

 

We communicate externally and work on partnerships where our token will 
also be used in external games. Thereby we create distribution and further 
fields of application of the DIGI Token. 
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2. TOKENOMICS 

Our goal is to establish the DIGI Token as a payment unit in the Digisphere. We 
also want to reward our community as much as possible, especially in the 
beginning. Therefore, we have divided the token for the community into many 
sub-areas. Our NFT holders will also benefit from airdrops. With the sales 
(private+public) 100% of the money will go back into the project to further 
develop the project and to make the games marketable. We will hold a private-
sale and a pre-sale where you can buy the token at the starting price. The DIGI 
token was minted on the SHIMMER network.  
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Token-Typ: L2 on Shimmer - Native Asset Token 

Token Total Supply: 369*10^6 $DIGIs 

Token Name: $DIGI TOKEN 

Token creation date: 02.12.2022 

 

{ "standard": "IRC30", "name": "DIGI TOKEN", "symbol": "$DIGI", "decimals": 0, 
"description": "play to earn", "url": "https://www.digimine.de", "logoUrl": 
"https://www.digimine.de/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/0001.png" } 
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 Total supply:  369.000.000 DIGI Token 
 50% community 
 30% project 
 20% members 
 Sale and circulation from 2023 
 Start price 1 Miota = 100 $DIGI Token 
 Members shares will be divided into four equal parts of 5% each and each year on 

the creation date of the token a part will be allowed to be withdrawn for free use 
 The Shimmer AD where the tokens reside, can be shown below: 

 
 02 Dez 2023 -> 5% -> 18.450.000 $DIGI TOKEN 

smr1qpvcj8u68tlv4m5xhv6yvk7m98c650226ef566xcz60xk642yx7gjv8per5 

 02 Dez 2024 -> 5% -> 18.450.000 $DIGI TOKEN 

smr1qpyksf2lwff67zmj8rc4xy0dms3haj5x4xsav3j6jjgr48h54mmawcvh39 

 02 Dez 2025 -> 5% -> 18.450.000 $DIGI TOKEN 

smr1qrd20gptvfsv03xx7jxkm6dwe3z8s3urzl53j8g63vmd0ratkfm46t9t7lt 

 02 Dez 2026 -> 5% -> 18.450.000 $DIGI TOKEN 

smr1qr2ex48ln05dcesmtpj2fch9sx7258wnxfhue0xk9j0ec9z7hu6fjyl4pv0 
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Half of all tokens go to the community (50%) and are divided into four 
categories. Giveaways are organized from time to time (max. 1%). From the 
community supply 25% is reserved for NFT airdrops and is valid as long as the 
capacity is exhausted. There will be a smooth transition to staking (25%). We 
will announce more information about this when the time comes. Half of the 
reserved tokens for the community will go to players and will be used as game 
payouts for in- and externale games (49%). 

Presale: There will be a maximum of 1% of the total supply sold in the presale. 
We plan to conduct the pre-sale on Soonaverse. The plan is to start the sale in 
2023 as soon as Soonaverse supports the already mined tokens. We will 
announce when the token will be available there. The starting value will be set 
at 1 Miota = 100 $DIGI. The remaining 4% will be used as liquidity after the 
presale for DEX. 

Private sale: A maximum of 5% of the total supply is available for sale. It should 
start parallel to the public sale and the stake can be purchased from 0.1% of 
the supply, but 1% at maximum per user or party. The more you buy the bigger 
investor drop you get (see table below). The payment is made with Miota and 
there is an exchange of tokens as shown in the table. The higher the stake the 
bigger the investor drop. If you decide to buy 0.1% of the supply, you will only 
have to pay 95% - the remaining 5% you get for free as an investor drop.  
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Then the stake would be 3.506 Miota and you would get 369.000 $DIGI tokens. 
As shown in the table, there is a linear discount upwards. 

 

 

If you are interested in private sale, please contact us: sale@digimine.de 

 

3. NFT & AIRDROP 

As you can see in the picture, 
Rocket-NFTs will be sold in 
three waves. There will be a 
total of only 963 Genessis 
NFTs that can be connected 
to the DigiRocket game. You 
probably noticed that the 
NFTs are divided into 
groups. The groups can be 
seen under properties, 
either on Soonaverse or in 
Shimmer Explorer since our 
NFT have all been 
immigrated to the Shimmer 
network. The group consists 
of the two words WORD-ID 1 
and WORD-ID 2, which are 
important for the COMBI. An 

airdrop is composed of BASIC + BONI. BASE is divided by classes of the rocket 
and gets a static value. BONI is composed of the number of COMBIs. To get a 
COMBI, a USER must hold one or more NFTs from all three classes, where a same 
WORD-ID occurs in each NFT.  
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It may be combined over classes ID-1 and ID-2. So in one NFT the ID-1 can be 
used for one COMBI and ID-2 for another COMBI and therefore with 4 NFTs also 
two COMBIs are possible.  

The Word-IDs occur with different frequency, so with some WORD-IDs you can 
get more COMBIs than with others. NFT Airdrops will be distributed on all still 
coming NFTs from the "INTERNAL GAME" and will take place in regular 
intervals.  

Important: currently only COMBIs can be assigned that are held in an AC – 
here the Meta Mask AD applies that is used in the Soonaverse AC. The NFT 
airdrop of the DIGI token go to the Shimmer AD verified at Soonaverse. On 
the AC where you also hold your Rocket NFT or you have the possibility to tell 
us your Shimmer AD. Airdrops take place monthly and are automatically sent 
to your SHIMMER address. You have until the next airdrop to claim the $DIGI 
tokens. If this does not happen, the tokens will go to the NFT holders' 
treasury. The content of the treasury will be determined by votes of the NFT 
holders in the future. 

 NFT Holder Treasury: 

smr1qz89axx9xuzlsgjtl62muyzjf9ls4n5437shhdrefvd7ker9rav4setz3cp 

 Example A 
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 Example B 

 
 

 TOKEN AIRDROP = BASE + BONI 
 1 UNIT = 100 $DIGI Token 
 39 WORD-IDs 

 

      

 

 

 Example A:  
(BASE = 9 UNITs + BONI =9 UNITs) * 100 = 1.800 DIGI TOKEN 
 

 Example B:  
(BASE = 12 UNITs + BONI = 18 UNITs) * 100 = 3.000 DIGI TOKEN 
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4. DIGI TOKEN 
 

The token will be available in the gift game in all INTERNAL GAME as well. The 
tokens can be purchased at Exchange and payed in the games for Skill or Item. 
With the token, the skills can then be expanded, the in-game items purchased, 
Rocket-NFT C:1 rented, as well as ADS hidden and also other applications that 
we would like to implement in the future. Depending on the skill or item in the 
game, a fixed fiat value is given, which is then offset at the current DIGI TOKEN 
rate and exchanged in the game. In upcoming games, the same mechanism will 
always be used. The skills can be unlocked either with the NFTs or with the use 
of the DIGI TOKEN. The skills are divided into IRON, BRONZE, SILVER and GOLD. 
IRON is unlocked as standard for all users. With class 3 DigiRocket NFTs the 
BRONZE skills will be unlocked in the game, with class 2 the SILVER and with 
class 1 the GOLD skills. It will still be possible for users to use NFTs and make 
additional skill upgrades with the use of the token.  

 

 

 

 

 

Example A: The user holds a Rocket-NFT from class 2 
(red), so he has automatically unlocked all levels 
except GOLD. Additionally the user has the possibility 
to unlock the GOLDEN LEVEL (white) with the DIGI 
TOKEN. If the user sells his NFT then level Gold is still 
unlocked but no longer usable. If the user owns more 
than one NFT, the skills will be unlocked according to 
the selected NFT. 
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Example B: The user holds a Rocket-NFT from class 
3 (red), so he automatically has level BRONZE 
unlocked. Additionally the user has the possibility 
to unlock the SILVER and GOLDEN LEVELS (white) 
with the DIGI TOKEN. Unlocking is done from 
bottom to top. The value is assigned at the realese. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. NFT RENT 

The idea behind this is to allow users to rent out their class 1 NFTs to other 
users in-game, for which they will receive a fee from the renters. Only class 1 
Rocket NFTs will be available for rent, since only these have the ability to 
collect double the number of coins in the game. The tenant then has the 
possibility to collect more coins in the game without owning a class 1 NFT 
himself. Assuming you have now collected all three keys and can open the 
portal to the bonus level but do not own a Rocket NFT C:1. It will be more 
profitable to rent the NFT from other users for a period and then enter the 
bonus LV since you will have the property to collect twice the number of coins. 
The mechanism behind it is described below. Users can release their NFT C:1 in 
the game for rent. In the meantime, the NFT will not be usable for oneself. A 
user can choose from the NFT C:1 released for rent and then rent them for a 
certain period of time. This time period is fixed at 1 day / 24 hours. A basic fee 
in DIGI tokens is taken for the rental. Of the fee, 10% goes to the game 
DigiRocket for providing the rental and 90% will go to the landlord who 
provided his Rocket-NFT for the rental. Even if the construct of the idea is 
already in place, no concrete numbers have been set yet.  
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After that, the rocket is automatically reset for rent after the expiration of the 
time and is thus ready for the next period and the next user to select. The 
process can be cancelled by the NFT holder at any time, but only after an 
already reserved time period. The NFT will be blocked in the wallet for the 
duration of the period. Further tests are necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All further information can be requested in our Discord as well as Telegram 
group. Have fun to play and to earn tokens, wishes you the DigiMine team 


